But obviously Ts á T, and therefore Ts = T.
2. The Theorem A is included in the following theorem.
Theorem B. If we suppose h>0, in each horizontal strip S(ira), with a>D, the type Ts satisfies T^Ts^ tr*'T whereß = irD+D(7-3-log(hD)).
If h= », we have D = 0 and therefore ß = 0, and since from Theorem B it follows that Ts = T, Theorem B includes Theorem A, as we have said before.
Proof of Theorem B. We use the notations of Mandelbrojt [2] . According to a result of Mandelbrojt where e is a given positive quantity, arbitrarily small, but fixed, there will exist a point s' at which3 (2) log | f(s') | > log | an | -\n<ro -log (X" A*) -ct, where ce is a constant which depends on e; and this inequality will hold for every value of «. On the other hand, according to a result contained in the same paper of Mandelbrojt [2, p. 355 ] for values of « sufficiently large (3) -log (KA*) -ce > -\n(D(7 -3 log (hD)) + e).
Then evidently, if a is smaller than a certain negative quantity, the value of « which maximizes the expression: log | an | -\"<r will be one of those which satisfy (3). As a consequence of (2), we conclude that, if ero is smaller than a negative quantity, in the circle (1) there will exist a point s' at which the following inequality will hold: Therefore if we write s' =a'-\-it', we shall have:
And, since c'^o-o -ttD -e, and e is arbitrary,
Ts ^ e-^T.
On the other hand, the inequality 3Tè Ts is evident. 
